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PROBLEMS UNDERLYING THE USE OF REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY

MECHANISMS IN RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS *

, Victor M. Markowitz

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Information and Computing Sciences Division

1 Cyclotron Road, Bexkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT DB2 [6] su_ non-procedural (declarative)
Referential integrity is used in relational data- specifications of refeteatial integrity mnsuaints, but with
bases for _g existence dependencies restrictions on the structure of such constraints. In this
between tuples. Relational damlmse manage- paper we examine and compare the refexential integrity
merit systems (RDBMS) provide diverse mechanisms of DB2, SYBASE, and INGRES, and discuss
referential integrity capabilities. Thus. in some the main problems tmderlying their use.

RDBMSs referential integrity constraints can be We examine the mechanisms provided by SYBASE

$p_ified non-lm3cedurally (declatafively), and INGRES for the procedural specification of refe4mntial
while in other RDBMSs they must be _ed integrity constraints. We show that although conceptually
procedurally. Moreover, some RDBMSs restrict similar, these mechanisms are technically different, with
the class of allowed referential integrity con- the INGRF_ rule mechanism being more flexible and less
slraints. We examine in this paper the main restrictive than the SYBASE trigger mechanism.The task
problems underlying the use of referential of specifying procedurally referential integrity constraints
integrity _ in three representative in SYBASE and INGRES is tedious and labor-intrusive, and

RDBMSs, DB2, SYBAS_ and INGRES. therefore likely to be avoided by most users. Moreover,
SYBASE and INGRES leave to users the task of specifying

1. INTRODUCTION correct referential integrity structures.

In relational databases existence dependencies between Compared to the complexity of the prtx:edmal
tuples are expressed u_g referential integrity constraints refewmtial integrity mechanisms of SYBASE and INGRF_,
[1]; refe_ntial integrity constraints are specified by associ- the non-proc_ural referential integrity mechanism of DB2
ating aforeign-k, ey in one relation with the primm'y-key of is significantly simpler. Furthermore, DB2 has been
another relation [3]. Referential integrity constraints are unique among RDBMSs in addressing data manipulation

usually associated with referential integrity rules that problems caused by certain referential integrity structures.
define the behavior of the relations involved in these con- DB2 attempts to avoid such problems by imposing restric-
straints under insertion, deletion, and update. : dons on file structure of referential integrity conswaints it

Presendy, several relational database management allows. We show that these restrictions are too stringent

systems (RDBMS), notably IBM's DB2, SYBASE, and and do not prevent certain data manipulation problems.

INGRES, support the specification of referential integrity The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
constraints. The referential integrity mechanisms provided don 2 we briefly review the relational concepts used in this
by these systems are different and difficult to use. Thus,

paper. In section 3 we examine the mechanisms provided
SYBASE [11] and INGRES [7] provide mechanisms by SYBASE and INGRES for the procedural specification

, (triggers in SYBASE and rules in INGRES) for specifying of referential integrity constraints.The DB2 mechanism
referential integrity constraints procedurally. Conversely, supporting the declarative specification of referential

• integrity constraints is examined in section 4. Section 5
IssuedastechnicalreportLBL-30104.This work was supported concludes this paper with a summary and a brief discus-' by the Office of Health and Envtronmental Research D','ogramand the

Applied Mathematical SciencesResearchProgram. t,tthe Office of Ener- sion of further issues. A generic procedural definition for

gy Research., U.S. Depanmc_nt of Energy, under Contract DE-AC03- referential integrity constraints is given in the appendix.76,5t":00098.
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. 2. PRELIMINARY DEFINrrloNS and ri ifr n,I,r (ri) _ n'iz (rj). lfZ is the primary-key of

We useinthispapersomegraph-theoreticalconeepts. Any Rj then Ri [Y l _ Rj [Z ] is s,_td to be key-based, and Y
texflxx_ on graph theory (e.g. [5]) can provide the nec,es- is called a foreign-key of Ri. Key-lmsed inclusion depen-
sar), reference. We de.note by G = (V, H) a directed demcies are referential integrity constraints ([1], [3]).

graph with set of vertices V and sea of edgts H, and by Let RS = (R ,A) be a relational schema with A
v_.-,v t a directed edge., h, frmn vcttm'_ wt to vcxte,x vi; h is involving refexential integrity _nts. The re£exemtial
stud to be incident from v_ to ¢i. A _ path from in_i_ (ff,rectrxI) graph associated with RS, k

(start ) vettex v_. to (end ) vex_ v& is a sequen_ of alter- Gt = (V . H ), is defined as follows: V =R , and

nafng vexdces and edges, vi, h/,vl, ...hl vi.,mr.h thathl, is H--{R_---_/I R_[Y ] cRi [Z l _ l }. The sct of wfear, n6al
incklemt from vi,., to vi., l._k.gn. A directed cycle is a integrity constraints of RS is said to be cyc//c (resp. acy-
d/rettedpathwhose startvertexisalsoits_d _ c//c)ifrGt has(resp.doesnothave)directedcycles.

We review brieflybelow the _ concepts A referentialintegrityconstraintRi[Y]¢R/[K i]is

usedinthispaper.Detailscan be foundinany textbook associatedwith an /nsert-ru/e,a delete-ruleand an
(e.g.[8])forthebasicconcepts,and in [2]forinclusion update-ru/e[3].Thereisa uniqueinsert-rule,restricted,

dependencies.We denoteby t a tupM and by t[W] the which assertsthatinsertinga mplc t intor_can be per-

subtupl¢of t con'esl_ndingto theauributesof W. A formedonlyifthetupleof rA referencedby t already
tupleissaidtobe tota/ifithasonlynon-nullvalues, exists.The deleteand updaterulesdefinetheeffectof

A relational schema RS is a pair (R, A), where R is deleting (tr.sp. updating the primary-key value in) a Ixlpl¢
a set of relation-schemaes and A is a set of dep_leacies t" of rA • a restricted delete (resp. update) rule assexts that
over R. We consider relational scheanas with the deletion(resp. update)of t' cannotbe performedif
A = F u I u N, whexe F, I, and N denote sets of rune- there exist la,pies in ri referencing t" ; a cascades delete

tional dependencies, inclusion dependencies, and null con- (resp. update) rule asserts that the deletion (resp. uixlate)
straints, respectively. A relation-scheme is a named set of

atl1"ibul_,RI(Xi),wh_'e Ri is_ reLq_on-sdlPA1_erl_rne L ke[atlon--Schemes(Keysare underlined)
and Xi denotesthe sexof ann'butes.Every am-ibuteis

(Rr) F.MPLOYE_-__SSN, S_SSN,M_SSN.P..NR)
assigneda doma/n,and everyrelation_e, R:(X_),is (Ra)MANAGER (M SSN.P NR)
assigned a relation (value), ri . Two atm'bums are said to (Rs) PROJECT
be compatible ff they are associated with the same Null _lnts 0Vu//s-Not-A//owed)

domain,and attributesetsX and Y aresaidtobe compati- EMPLOYEE:_ -_E_N MANAGER= O [_M_SSN
b/e ifrthereexistsaone-to-onecorrespondenceofcompa- PROJECT: _ r_P_NR

tibleam/bums betweenX and Y. ReferentialIntegrltyConstralnts

Ri(Xi) be a relatiori-sdlen_ 8ssociated with (It) MANAGEI_ [M..SSN] _: EMPLOYEE[E SSN]

relation r i . The total projection of ri on a subset W of X i (ta) EMPLOYEE[S_SSN] c EMPLOYEE{E_SSN]

is denoted n2w(ri), and is equal to {t[W]lt ¢ ri alld (l_) EMPLOYEE[M_SSN] _ MANAGER[M_SSN!
[W] is total}. (tD MANAG_ [_NRi _ PROJECT IF_NRl

(I_)EMPLOYEE lP_NRl c PROJECT I_NR!

Let R;(Xi) be a relation-schen_-_ associated with Rule_._./s Insert delete update

relation ri. A functional dependency over Ri is a state- (lt, ts. 14) ,,=_/a_ ,,.m/cua _,,,_,
merit of the form Ri: Y--+Z, where Y and Z are subsets (t_,t9 ,,m,la_ ,uaaf_ ms_,,,_,,

Of X i; R i: Y--_Z is satisfied by ri ifr for any two tuples of IL Referent[al Integrity Graph :

ri, t and t',t[Y]=t" [Y] implies t[Z] =t" [Z]. A key (lz) _ (Is) __

associated with Ri is a subset of Xi, Ki, such that _R i " K i ---_X i is satisfied by any r i a.gsociattxl with R i and [",

there does not exist any proper subset of Ki having this (/'_,J(! _)
property. A relation-scheme can be associated with several (R ___.......,--.-'_(/,)
candidate keys from which one primary-key is chosen. HL Database State : _._

associated with relations ri and ri, respectively. An inclu- (Rr)- r i = [4 ai2 (R2)" r2 = (R3)" r3 =
sion dependency is a statement of the form

Abbr. : E(MPLOYEE). M(ANAGER). P(ROJECT), S(UPERVISOR)
Ri[Y] _ R)[Z], where Y and Z are compatible subsets of

X_ and Xi, respectively; R_[Y] _R/[Z ] is satisfied by ri Figure 1. A Relational Databa._c Example.
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of t" implies deleting (resp. updating the subtuple t [Y ] in) a new tuple that is either going to be inserted in ri , or is
the tuples of ri referencing t" ; and a nullifies delete (resp. going to replace t in r_.

update) rule asserts that the deletion (resp. update) of t" The mechanism provided oy SYBASE for the pro-
implies setting to null the subtuple t [Y] in ali the tuples t ce&nal specification of referential integrity constraints
of ri referencing t'. involves a special kind of stored pme.edmcs, called

A null constraint is a resaiefion on tt_ way nulls triggers that are activated (fired) when a relation is
, appear in relations [8]. Let Ri(Xi) be a relation-scheme affected by a data manipulation. A trigger procedure is

assocint_ with relation r_. A mdl comm'a/nt is a state,- associated with a unique relation-scheme, say Ri, sn,=

meat of tLe form Ri: ¥ -_Z, _ Y and Z are subseas of employs two system provided relations, called de/eted and
X/; Rt: ¥ E_Z is sat/sfw.d by rl iff for every tuple t of r_, /m_rted "if Ri is associated with relation rj thea follow-
t iT] is total only if t [Z] is totaL Ali relational database ing a data manipulation the deleted relation con_ls of the
management syslen_ support the malls-not-allowed type of ri tuples that are going to be deleted or uwtated; the
null constraint. A md/s-not-a//owed constraint has the /aserted relation consists of tuples that are going to be
form Ri" O _,Z; Ri" _ _Z is satisfied by r/ifr for every inserted into r/, or of newly updated tuples of ri. SYBASE

tuple t of r_, the subtopic t[Z] is totaL allows the specification of three trigger procedures per

An example of a relational schema involving key relation: an/nsert, a delete, and an update ¢igger pro-
dependencies, referential integrity constraints, and nulls- cedure. These procedures can be derived straightforwardly
not-allowed constraints is shown in figure l(i); the from RefProc as follows:
referential integrity graph eorrestmading to this schema is
shown in figure l(ii).

3. REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY IN SYBASE AND INGRES create trigger insertMANAGF.Ron MANAGERfor Insert as
begin

SYBASE [1 I] and INGRF_ [7] do not allow declarative declare@row ink @InsPROIECT int. @nullPROJECT hat,
specifications of referential integrity constraints. Instead, @insEMPLOYEEint. @nulIEMPLOYEEmt
they provide mec.tmnisms for specifying such constraints select@row = @@rowcount
procedurally. In this section we examine the main prob- select@nuUPROJECT---count(*) from inserted
le.ms underlying the use of these mechanisms, wher.einserted.P_NR= null

select @iltsPROJECT = count(*) from inserted,PROJECT
Referential integrity constraints can be enforced in a where inserted.P_NR= PROJECT.P.NR

database by executing a referential integrity procedure select @insEMPLOYEE= count(*) from inserted, EMPLOYEE
whenever a relation is affected by a data manipulation where inserted.M_SSN = EMPLOYEE.ESSN
consisting of tuple insertions, deletions, or updates. Given if @nulIPROJECT+ @insPROIECT+ @insEMPLOYEE
a data manipulation li involving one or several tuples of a !.=2 * @row
relation ri _iaIP_l with relation scheme Ri, the refereli- begin lariat "Failed insertion into MANAGERbecauseof"

tial integrity procedure corresponding to r_ must: if @nullPROJECT + @insPROJECT l= @row
print "Missingreference to PROJECT'

(i) revoke _i if the relation that would result by apply- if@nulIEMPLOYEE+ @insEMPLOYEE!= @row
ing _i on ri, r',., doe,s not satisfy the referential print "Missing reference to EMPLoYEE"

integrity constraint_involving Ri and associated end rollback transaction
with restricted insert, delete, or update rules; end

(ii) initiate additional (corrective) data manipulations if create trigger delete.MANAGERon MANAGER fordelete as
r'/ does not satisfy the referential integrity con- begin

straints involving Ri ahd associated with nullifies or declare @delEMPLOYEEint
cascades delete or update rules, select @deiEMPLOYEE= count(*) from deleted, EMPLOYEE

where deleted.M_SSN= EMPLOYEE.MSSN
The definition of a generic referential integrity pro- if@delEMPLOYEE> 0

cedure called RefProc is given in theappendix. Re]Proc begin
" assumes that for every relation ri there exists a relation ixint "Failed deletion from MANAGERbecause of

existing reference from EMPLOYEE"
called changei, that records how a given data manipula- rollback transactionend

, tion 8 would affect the tuples of ri , without actually apply- end
ing _i on ri . Every tuple t- of change i consists of the con-

Note" @@rowcount = number of tuples affected by insertion
catenation of two tuples, t and t', where t is an existing
tuple of ri that is going to be deleted or updated, and t' is Figure 2. SYBASE Trigger Examples.
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-insert trigger procedures correspond to ReJProc[ I(1, are affected by dam manipulations. However, while
2.a, 3)]; delete trigger procedures correspond to triggers emb_y the referential integrity procedures, rules
Re]Proc [ I(I, 2.b, 3), II(1, 2.a)]; and update trigger pro- are employed only as a mechanism for invoking the
ce.dta'es eo_.spom:l ReJProc [ I(1, 2.a, 2.c, 3), II(l, 2.b)]; re.ferendal integrity procedures which must be specified

-relations deleted and inserted n:place relation change i separately. While SYBASE triggers are set-oriented (i.e.

as follows: deleted is the projectionof changei that are activated for sets of tuple manipulations), INGRES
includes existing laples of r/that ate affected by the data rules are tuple-oriented (i.e. are activated for single tuple

manipulation under con_demtio_ and /ns_ned is the manipulations). Accordingly, the inserted and de_tedrelations provided by SYBASE are re.placc.d in INGRES by
pmjecf_ of ch_'lgei that includes new triples that are two triples, called new and old: following a data manipu-
going to be imam_ into ri following the data manipula- lation involving a relation Ii, the old topic contains the ri

tion under consi_mtion; topic that is going to be deleted or ulxlate_ and the new
-the relational algebra expressions in the definition of topic is the tuple that is going to be inserted into il, or the
ReJPra¢ mc tnmslated into SQL e_ons.

.Trigger Imx:cdm_s are specified in SYBASE's
Transact-SQL wlfich allows in addition to the standard create procedure

SQL the specification of control-flow statements. For p_inseRMANAGER(n._P_NRchar(20), n._M_e,SN int) as
example., the /nsert and de/ete trigger procedures for declare msg varchar(80) not null; cheek._val integer;
relation-scheme MANAGER of the relational schema of beginif n_P_NRis not null then
figure l(i) are shown in figure 2. select count (*) into :chec.k_valfrom PROJECT

The SYBASE trigger mechanism has the following whereP_NR= m_P_NR;
limitadons: ifcheck_val= 0then

msg = 'Failed inse.-don into MANAGERbocause
1. the number of levels allowed for nesting triggers is of missing reference to PROJECT';

limited to 16; raise error I :msg;
endif;

2. a trigger cannot be fi_d more than once for a given endif;
data manipulation; thus, if deleting a tuple t in a Ifn_M_SSNis not null then
relation ri leads (cascades) to the deletion of another select count (*) into :check_valfrom EMPLOYEE
tuple, t', in r/thea the delete trigger associated with where E_SSN= .'n_MSSN;

ri is not activated by the deletion of t" ; if check._vai=0 thenmsg = 'Failed insertion into MANAGERbecause
3. the employment of the system provider2 relations of missing reference to EMPLOYEE';

inserted and deleted does not provide a way of raise error2 :msg;
endif;

keeping track of how new tuples replace existing endif;
tuples in a relation, end;

Restriction (2) above means that cyclic refereatial create rule r_insertMANAGERafter Insert into MANAGER

integrity strutaures involving referential integrity con- execute procedurep_insert_'qAGER (n_P._NR= new.P_NR,
straints associated with cascades delete-rules cannot be n_M_SSN= new.M_SSN);

correctly specified in SYBASE. Restriction (3) above create procedure
means that a cascades update-rule can be implemented p_deleteMANAGER(o_P_NRchar(20), o_M_SSNint) as
only if updates of primary-key values referenced by other declare msg varc'har(80) not null; check_yal integer;
tuples, are limited to single tuples at a time, that is, only if beginselect count('*)into :check_val from EMPLOYEE
the inserted and deleted relations consist of at most one where M_SSN = :o_M_SSN;

referenced triple (see the note in the appendix). Finally, if check_val > 0 then
Transact-SQL includes an operation called msg = "Failed deletion from MANAGERbecause
TRUNCATE TABLE that deletes ali the tuples ha a relation of existing reference from .EMPLOYEE';

raise error 1 :msg;
without activating the delete triggers, and thus potentially endif;
undermining the referential integrity of the database, end;

The mechanism provided by INGRES for the pro- create rule r_deleteMANAGERafter delete from MANAGER
cedural specification of referential integrity constraints is execute procedure p_deletcM,L\'AGER(o_P_NR= oid.P_NR, ,
conceptually similar to the SYBASE trigger mechanism, o M SSN = old.M_SSN);

Instead of triggers INGRES allows the specification of Figure 3. INGRES Rule Examples.
rules. Like the triggers, rules are activated when relations
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newly updated tuplc of ri. Although INGRES, unlike specification for relation-scheme EMPLOYEEof the rela-
SYBASE, allows the specification of any number of rules tional schema of figure 1(i) is shown in figure 4.

per relation, it is enough to specify aa/nsert, a delete, and Referential integrity constraints are associated in
o an update rule for each relation. The refeaeatial integrity DB2 by default with restricted update-rules; DB2 does not

procedures associated with the rules can be derived from suppoa nullifies and cascades UlXlate-rules.
Refl'roc in a similar way to the derivation of trigger pm-
ceduns mentioned above. The pmcedmes assx/ated with Ezamp/e 1. Suppose that in the relational database of

• rules are specified in INGR_'s (Extended) SQL, wldeh is figu_ 10ii) data manipulation li consists of changing from
richer and more flexible than SYBASE'$ Transact-SQL. a to d the value of attn'bute P..NR in tuple (a) of re/ation

For example, the insert and detete rules and referential r3. If the referential integtty consnaints are associated
integrity Im3cedures for relation-scheme MANAGER of the with cascades ulxlate-rules (as they actually are in the
relational schema of figure l(i) are shown in figure 3. sclw.ana of figure l(i)) then li implies changing from a to

d the P.J_ values in tuple (4 a) of relation r2and in tuples
The ilqGR_ rule mechanism does m3t have the limi- (1 4 4 a) and (4 - - a) of relation • t- These changes

rations of the SYBASE trigger mechanism. However, both would be carried out automatically while enfot_ng the

SYBASE and INGRES have two important flaws in their referential integrity constraints. Conversely, if the
referential integrity mec/mnimn._ FIrsk both in SYBASE referential integrity constraints are associated with res-
and INGRES the removal of a relation-scheme Ri leads to tr/cted update-rules then li cannot be executed.
the removal of the triggers and rules associated with R_,

but not of the triggers and rules referring to R_, rh,Is e21ow- Allowing only restricted update-rules is misplaced
ing syntactically incorrect trigger and rule specifications, because restricting updates of attribute values should be a
Second, both SYBASE and INGRBS provide data/oad/ng property of the attributes, rather than depend on the tuple
facilities that bypass the triggers and rules, thus allowing references. Thus, while there is no reason for restricting
the introduction of data that is inconsistent with r,-._3ect to updates of regular (key or non-key) relational attributes,

the referential integrity constraints expressed by triggers updates of surrogate attributes are not allowed by
and rules. Moreover, SYBASE and INGRE_ do not provide definition [I]. Consequently, if (pdmary and foreign) key
any mechanism for detecting or removing such incon- attributes are mmrogate attributes then update-rules are not
sistentdata, needed; however, if key attributes are regular (non-

surrogate) attributes then the referential integrity con-

,: 4. REI_lgRENTIALINTEGRITY IN DB2 straints should not be associated with restricted trpdate-
rules. For updates such as that in example 1 above, DB2

Referential integrity constraints in IBM's DB2 database proposes an umeasonably complex alternative: tuples
management system are specified declaratively (i.e. non- affected by primary-key changes together with ali the

procedmally). In this section we examine the main tuples referencing them must be manually deleted and
characlexisties and limitations of the DB2 referential then reinsetted with the new values.
integrity mechanism.

Certain referential integrity structures may have
Referential integrity specifications in DB2 are cou- unpredictable effects on the outcome of tuple deletions.

pied with the specifications for relation-schemes,

primary-keys, and nulls-not-allowed constraints; thus, the Exan_e 2. Suppose that the relational schema of figure
DB2 specification for a relation-scheme R_ includes the l(i) includes only three referential integrity constraints, I t
specification of ali the referential integrity constraints that and I s associated with cascades delete-rules, and 14 asso-

involve R i in their left-hand sides. For example, the DB2 elated with a restricted delete-rule. Let deletion li involve
tuple (a) of relation r 3. The outcome of li depends on the

order in which I l, I4, and I s are enforced (i) if I s is
CREATETABLEEMPLOYEE( enforced first then tuples (144a) and (4--a) are

PR/MARYKEY(E. SSN). deleted from r 1, thus Ic,ading to the deletion of tuple (4 a)

, E SSNCHAR(12)NOTNULL, S_SSNCHAR(12). from r 2 while enforcing 11; or (ii) if 14 is enforced first
M._SSNCHAR(12),P..NRINTEGER, then li is blocked by tuple (4 a ) of r 2.FOREIGNKEY(S_SSN)REFERENCESEMPLOYEE

ONDELETESETNULL, Example 3, Suppose that the relational schema of figure.
FOREIGNKEY(M_SSN)REFERENCESMANAGER l(i) includes only referentia_ integrity constraint 12 associ-ON DELETERES'I_CT,

' FOREIGN KEY(P_NR) REFF.RENCESPRO/ECT ated with a restricted delete-zd!c Let deletion li involve
ON DELETESETNULL) tuples (2 - - b) and (3 2 - b ) of relation • i- The outcome

Figure 4. Example of a Relation Definition in DB2. of _i depends on the order in which the tuples involved in
5 are accessed: (i) if (32 - b) is accessed first then both
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tuplesinvolvedin8 aredeleted;or (ii)if(2--b) is nullifiesdelexe-rules,m

accessed first then S is blocked by tuple (3 2 - b). For example, the referential integrity structures of
The following restrictions imposed by DB2 on the examples 2 and 3 above do not sadsfy conditions TI,

structure of referential integrity eonsttaims are intended to respectively T2. Conditions TI and T2, however, disallow
avoid problems such as those exemplified above, not only problematic referential integrity structures, but

Definition t. Let RS=(R, F u I) be a relational schenm, nra-problematic ones as welL
where F and 1 denote sets of key dependeacies and F.aa_le 4. If in the relational schema of figure l(i)
rea'ermtialintegritytxm.m'aint_respectively. Let referential integrity constraints13 and Is areassociated

Gt=(R, H) be the referential integrity graph associated with nullOfes delete-rules, and 14 i$ &_OCiated with a cas-
withRS. Given ate£mkm-schemeRt of R,setsCasc(Ri) cade.s delete-rule then condifionTl is not satisfied. How-

and NulI(R_) defined below _ of the relation- ever, it can be verified that in this case the outcome of
schemes whose asstx:imed relations may contain mples deletions does not depend on the sequence in which I3,14,
that can be deleted, _vely _ as a result of andIsareenforced.

deleting tuples in a relation associated with Ri; and set The extra _ction imposed by TI is meant to
Restr(Ri) de£med below consists of tlm reLation-schemes avoid the effect of null constraints on deletions.
whose relations may contain tuples that can block the
deletiou of tuples in a relation associated with Ri: Example 5. Suppose that the relational schema of figure

l(i) includes only three referential integrity constraints,13

Casc(Ri) is the subset of R consisting of Ri and the and I s associated with nullities delete-rules, and 14 associ-
relation-schemes that are cxmnected in Gt to Ri by a ated with a cascades delete-rule. Suppose also that
directed path consisting of edges that correspond to relation-scheme R t is associated with null constraint (N t)
referential integrity constraints associated with cascades Rt:M_SSNt-_P_NR. Let deletion /i involve tuple (a) of

dele._-rule_ relation r 3. Note that without N l 8 would imply nullify-
NulI(R_) is the subset of R consisting of relation-schemes ing (via Is) the P_NR vahw.s in tuples (1 4 4 a) and

R), where Rj is connected in Gt to a relation-scheme of (4--a) of relation r t, and nullifying (via 14 and 13) the
Casc(Ri) by an edge that corresponds to a referential M_SSN value in tuple (1 4 4 a) of relation r I. However,

integrity constraint associated with a md//.fw.s delete-rule; Nt makes the outcome of 8 depend on the order in which

Re.zrtr(Ri) is the subset of R consisting of relation- 13, 14, and I s are enforce2c (i) if 14 is enforced first then

schemes Rj, where R i is connected in Gl to a relation- tuple (4 a) is deleted from rx, thus leading to the
nullification of the Ms£qN value in tuple (1 4 4 a) of r tscheme of Casc(Ri) by an edge that corresponds to a

referential integrity constraint associated with a restricted while enforcing 13; the subsequent enforcement of 15
delete-rule; results in nullifying the P NR values in tuples (1 4- a)

and (4 -- a) of rr; or (ii) if I s is enforced first then 8 is
Nu//" (Ri) is the subset of Nu//(R_) consisting of relation-

blocked by tuple (1 4 4 a) of r t, where the P_NR value
schemes R j, where Ri isconnected in Gt to relation- cannot be nullified because of N t.
schemes of Case (Ri) by at least two edges corresponding

to referential integrity constraints associated with nullifies Although DB2 does not support declarative
delete-rules, specifications of general null constraints such as N 1above,

such constraints can be specified procedurally using a spe-
In DB2 the referential integrity constraints must satisfy bhe

cial Validproc procedure which is activated (triggered) byfollowing two restrictions:
every tuple manil_ulation. However, even when null con-

TI: For every relation-scheme Ri of R, sets Restr (Ri), straints are involved condition TI _sstill too restrictive.

NulI(Ri), and (Casc(Ri) - {S i }) are pairwise dis- Example 6. Consider the relational schema of figure l(i),
joint, and set Null" (Ri) is empty, and suppose that referential integrity censtraint i 3 is asso-

T2: For every subset 1" of I that consists of referential 2ated with a nullifies delete-rule,/4 is associated with a

integrity constraints corresponding to edges forming cascade_ delete-rule, and 15 associated with a restricted
a directed cycle in Gr" if I" consists of a single con- delete-rule. If relation-scheme re_ is associated with null

straint then this constraint must be associated with a constraint R l" P_NR _ M_SSN t then condition TI is not
cascades delete-rule; otherwise at least two con- satisfied. However, the outcome of deletions docs not
straints of I' must be associated with restricted or

t Disregard tim databa._e state of figure l(iii) which does
t Our notations differ from the notations used in [6]. not satisfy this constraint.
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depend on the sequence in which 13.14.and 15 are and SUPERVISE [E_SSN]_ EMPLOYEE [E_SSN].

enforced, because the null constraint overrides the II can be verified that this transformation results in a

null(ties delete-rule associated with 14, thus making 14 to schema equivalent to the schema of figure l(i), and that
behave as if it is associated with a restricted delete-rule, the following data manipulation expressed over the new

Condition 'i'2 ensm'es that deletions do not depend schema is equivalent to DM"
on the access sequence selected by lhc query optimizer DM" DELETEFROM EMPLOYEEWHEREE SSNNOTIN

., (e.g. see example 3 abo+_e). However, the restriction of not (SELECT. E_SSN FROM SUPERVISE)

allowing mdh'fw.r dek_'-ru]es for referential integrity con- Like DM, DM" is ambiguous and has two poss2bleexccu-
straintssuch =sl2ot'figure l(i) is misplaced, dons. However, deletions such as DM" are. detected by

F.mm_/c 7. Suppose that the relational schema of figure DB2 as ambiguous and therefore rejected.

l(i) includes only referential integrity constmim 12 assoei- While examples 4, 6, 7, and 8 above illustrate how
ated with a mdl_ del_le, and that relation-scheme the conditions imposed by DB2 on the structure of refe:_-
R t (EMPLOYEE) is associated with relation r z of figure lial integrity constraints can be excessively restrictive, the
lt'fit'). C.msider the following data manipulation: example below involves a data manipulation problem that,
DM : D_ FROM EMPLOYEEWHERES..SSN IS NULL although caused by a referential integrity structure, is not

which requires deleting from r t tuples that represent prevented by DB2.

employees witlvmt su_ DM has two possible exe- Example 9. Consider relation-schemes R t and R 2 of the

cutions depending en the order in which the tuples of r I relational schema of figure l(i), and suppose that referen-
are accessed: (i) if triples (2--b) and (4--a) are tial integrity constraint 12 is associated with a cascades
aeeessed first, thon tuples (3 2- b) and (1 4 4 a) are al_ delete-rule, so that conditions TI and T2 are both satisfied.

deleacd since: the S...SSN values in these tuples turn to nulls If foreign-keys S_SSN and M_SSN associated with R t are
while onforcing 12 following the first deletions, or Cd) if not allowed to have null values, then referential integrity

tuples (2-- b) and (4--a) are accessed last, then no constraints 11, 12, and 13 prevent the insertion of mples

othertuplesaredeleled. (526b) and (652a) in r t, and of tuple (6b) in r2,
The pmblean illustrated above, howev_, is not although once inserted these tuples satisfy ! i, 12, and ! 3.

caused by the existeace of multiple access sequer,ces for
DM, but by the ambiguity of DM. Thus, lhc two execu- 5. CONCLUSION.

lions above correspond to different interpretations of DM: We have examined the referential integrity mechanisms of
while the first execution interprets the WHERE condition three relational database management systems (RDBMS),
as a precondition for the deletion, the second execution DB2, SYBASE, and INGRES. DB2 supports the declarative

interprets the WHERE condition as a postconditionfor the specification of referential integrity constraints, but
deletion. Accordingly, instead of not allowing nullifies imposes restrictions on the structure of referential integrity
delete-rules for referential integrity constraints such as 12 constraints. We have shown that some of these restric-

above, ambiguous deletions such as DM should be tions limit unreasonably the specification of referential
rejected, integrity constraints in DB2; conversely, DB2 allows the

Interestingly, a deletion equivalent to DM expressed specification of some referential integrity structures that
over a relational schema equivalent io the schema of figure cause data manipulation problems. We have also shown
1(3 is not allowed by DB2. that ambiguous data manipulations are not treated uni-

Example 8. Suppose that the relational schema shown in formly in DB2.
figure l(i)is transformed as follows:. We have examined the mechanisms provided by

(a) relation-scheme EMPLOYEE is split into two relation- SY'BASE and INGRES for the procedural specification of
referential integrity constraints. We have shown thatschemes: EMPLOYEE (E SSNoM_SSN, P_NR)
although conceptually similar, these mechanisms differ,

and SUPERVISE (E_SSN, S_SSN); with the INGRES rule mechanism being more flexible and
, (b) SUPERVISE is associated with null constraint less restrictive than the SYBASE trigger mechanism.

O t--_E SSN, S SSN; Unlike D132, SVBASE and INGRES do not provide any
- - mechznism for detecting erroneous referential integrity

i (c) SUPERVISE is involved in two referential integrity structures.
constraints associated with cascades delete-rules:

Compared with the rclative simplicity of specifying
SUPERVISE [S_SSN] _ EMPLOYEE [E_SSN] declarative refcrenti:d integrity constraints in DB2.
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_ specifying SYBASE triggers and INGRF_ rules is a tedious [8] D. Maier, The theory of relational databases, Com-
and error-prone process. Triggers and rules can be made purer Science Press, 1983.

transparent by providing users with a language for the [9] V.M. Markowitz, "Safe referential integrity su_tures
declarative specification of referential integrity con- in relational databases', TR LBL-28363, Dec. 1990.
sttaints, and a compiler for generating code for trigger and
rule procedures. Such a compiler has been incorpommd [10] V.M. Markowitz and W. Fang, "S/Y/"3.1. Refezeaw_
into the Schema De.sign and Translation (.f_OT) tool manual', TR LBL-27843, May 1990.
described in [113]. ,g/3r/"suplmrts the design of both con- [11] Sybase, Inc., "Transact-SQL User's Guide', Release
ceptual (Exlended Entity-Relationship) schemas and 4.0,Emeryville, Califomia, Oct. 1989.
abstract Ox. RDBMS indcpeadau) _ schcm_

from which lt can _ schema gpecificatkl¢_ fox DB2, APPENDIX. A GENERIC REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY
SYBASF.,, and mORES. The difficulty of specifying PROCEDURE
SYBASE trigge_ and IHGRES rules is fllu.mmed by the
amount of code (over tluee thousand lines) generated by Input: A relational schema RS=(R, F u ! u N).
$DT for the trigger and rule pmcedmes involved in the where R, F, I, and N denote sets of relation-
definition of relational sr.lw.mas with thirty relation- schemes, key dependencies, safe refeaential

integrity constraints, and nulls-not-allowed
schemes, constraints,respectively;

The concept of referential integrity is still sur-
rounded by confusion, as illustrated by the successive Outline: Procedure R_eProc(Ri) is associated with
modifications of the original definition of [1] (see [3], [4]). relation-scheme Ri (Xi) of R; Rej_roc (Ri)
Thus, although it is known that certain refeae,nfial integrity must be executed whenever a data manipula-
structures may cause data manipulation problems (see tion ('Le. insertion, deletion, or update)affects a
[4]), the natme of these problems has not been explored relation ri associated with Ri.
and conditions for avoiding them have not been formally Notations:

developed. Safeness conditions necessary for avoiding ri is the relation currently associated with Ri;

such data manipulation problems are formally developed 8 is the data manipulation applied on ri:
in [9]. In [9] we have shown that while some DB2 restric- 8 _ {btr_t delete u/x/ate };
tionsare more stringent than the safeness conditions, DB2 ' '
allows the specification of certain unsafe referential Ki is the primary-key associated with Ri;

integrity structures. FKi,, FKi are a foreign-key, respectively the union of ali

R£FER_CES foreign-keys, associated with R_;
To(&) is the set of referential integrity constraints

[1] E.F. Codd, "Extending the relational database model involving Ri in their right-hand sides:

to capture more meaning', ACM TODS 4, 4 (Dec {Rt[FKt. ] _Ri[Ki]l Rt[FKt.] _Ri[Ki] _ / };
1979), pp. 397-434.

From(Ri) is the set of referential integrity constraints
[2] M.A. Casanova, R. Fagin, and Cia.. Papadimitriou,

"Inclusion dependencies and their interaction with involving R i in their left-hand sides:
functional dependencies', Journa/of Computer and {R_[FKi.] g;;Rj[Kj] I R_[FKi.] _Rj[KjI e. I };

System Sciences 28,1 (Feb. 1984), pp. 29-59. rj is the relation currently associated with Rj,

[3] C.J. Date, "Referential integrity', in Relational where Rj is involved in a referential integrity

Database-Selected Writings, Addison-Wesley, 1986. constraint of From (Ri);

[4] CJ. Date, "Referential integrity and foreign keys: rt is the relation currently associated with Rr,
Further considerations', in Relational Database- where Rt is involved in a referential integrity

Writings 1985-1989, Addison-Wesley, 1990. constraint of To (R i );

[5] S. Even, Graph Algorithms , Computer Science changei is a relation associated with attribute set XiX'i,
Press, 1979. where the attributes of X' i are renamed attri-

[6] IBM Corporation, "IBM DATABASE 2 Referential butcs of Xi ; every tuple t- of changei consists
Integrity Usage Guide', June 1989. of the concatenation of two tuples, t and t', ;

where t is an old (existing) tuple of ri, that is

[7] Ingres, Inc., "INGRES/SQL Reference Manual", deleted or updated following _i, and e' is a new
Release 6.3, Alameda, California, Nov. 1989. tuple that is inserted in r_, or replaces t in r,
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following 8; for insertions Y[Xi ] is null, and for replace in rk the tuples of

deletions t-[X_ l is null; A= {tit _ rt, 3 t" __refdel_, s.t. t [FK_]=t" }

refmi, consists of foreign-key values of ri that do not by [71 t-[Xk-FKt.]=t[Xt-FKt.], _[FKt.]=null ,
have referencesto existing_-key values

" in rj" reina. A X'[,FX" (c_Lr_ei) - x_%(ri)" wheret ¢ A]" enddo

refdelt, consistsoffo_gn-la_yvaluesc4_rk thatrefer- foreachRk[FKt.] cRi[K;] inTo(Ri)
' ence deletedor updatedprinmy-i_y valuesof havingcascades dereu_-mledo

Ii: refdelt.. _- x_Fxt..(rt) _ ( g,[,g(change,)- delete from rk the tuples of
x,[,£_(change,) ).

RelProc (Ri) : {tit c rr, _ t" c refdelt. S.L t[FKt.]=t" }

I. 1 error := 0; enddo

2.case(,S)of b.(wane):

8..(/axert, _): foreachRt[FKt.]_ Ri[Ki]inTo(R;)

each R; [FK_.] _ Rj [Ki ] in From(R;) having nullifies update-rule do

having _ insert-rule do replace in ra the tuples of

__( refine. _0 ) the...._nerror .'=error+l ; A= {tit ¢ ra,3t" ¢ refdelt, s.t. t[FKt.]=t" }

print "r_tuples have no references in r1"; by {t'l t-[Xa-FKt.]=t[Xt-FKt.], t"[FK_.]--null,

endif whexe t ¢ A}.
enddo enddo

b. (de/ere): for each Ra[FNr.] _ Ri[Ki] in To(Ri)

for eachRa[FKt.] _Ri[Ki] in To(R_) having cascades ulxlate-rule do

having restricted delete-rule do replace in ra the tuples of

_f( refdelt, gf_ ) the_..._nerror :=error+l : A= {tit ¢ ra,3t" c refdelt, s.t. t[FKt.]=t" }
1

print "ri mples are referenced by ra tuples'; by* {t'l "i'[Xa-FKt..] = t[Xt-FKt.],

endtf t-[FK_.]=tn,,t[K'], where 3(t _ A and

enddo enddo t_d e c&_ngei) s.L t[FKt.] = tw_t[Ki]}.

c.(ugdale): endease
for eachRt [FKt.]_ Ri[Ki]inTo(Ri)

endtf 1
having r_ted update-rule do

_f ( refdelt. _ _ ) the__.nnerror _ error +1 ; Note" * can be replaced by:

print'primary-keysinrituplesarc {?lt-[Xt-FK,..]= t[X_-FKt.].t"[FKt..]=t,,,,[K"i],

endif referencedby ra tuples'; where_ (t e A,t,_,_ nx:(changei)and

en_ tota ¢ _zx,(changei) ) s.t. t [FKt..] = t,,t,t[Ki]}

endcase ifr (Irefdelt. I = 0 ) or

3. if_ ( error>O ) the....._nrevoke _ endif (Irefdelt. I=1 r_x,(changei)l= I rCx;(changei)l = 1).

ILl if ( error = O) then This condition underlies the enforcement of referential
• - _ integrity constraints associated with cascades update-rules

2. cas....__e(/i ) o__f in SYBASE, where: deleted= rcx,(changei)

a. (delete): and inserted= rcx. (changei) .
• for each Rt [FK_ ] _ Ri [K i ] in To (R i)

having nullifies delete-rule do
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